As we all know that in this modern era of technology, digitalization and the internet are very convenient and useful for industrial progress and even for personal users but the main issue is with the shortcomings of security. For instant, private contents are difficult to protect and fake versions of image and videos can be produced. To avoid this suffering digital watermarking provides effective solutions with high level of security. The following work presents a similar but effective image watermarking technique which uses a noble method of fuzzy mean clustering to secure the original contents with proper authentication of a copyright which cannot be easily duplicated. This method shows experimentally that the original image is highly robust against any attacks and even the image degradation is negligibly low. In this proposed method, we don't have to select the embedded bits manually but according to image properties it dynamically selects the embedding bits. Due to this unique feature the original image posses' high security and makes the document immune to attacks.
Introduction
In the recent years, it becomes a need to create, transmit and distribute digital data over widespread multimedia technology by mean of World Wide Web. Hence the copyright protection has become essential to avoid piracy. Digital image watermarking is the essential mechanism for the ownership authentication.
Image processing is the process of inserting hidden information in the original image by introducing modifications with minimum perception distortion to the image. Some important factors which are to be taken care are -Robustness, Perceptual transparency, Capacity and blind watermarking. Based on robustness of watermarks are classified in three categories. Robust watermark, in which the original contents are totally secure from any attacks; second is fragile watermarks in which original image are prone to attacks and intruders can easily make the changes in the original file whereas the third is the semi fragile watermark in which image are only effected by some specific attacks, Uneven object..
Basically while working with image modification or image processing we have to choose whether to go with modification in the intensity value of luminance in spatial domain or to change the image coefficient in a frequency domain. We will not go in detail but takes the overview that how frequency domain transformation can be done in image processing and why it is so useful method. Commonly frequency domain transformation includes the Discrete Wavelet Transform and Discrete Cosine Transform. Clustering is one of the most common techniques of divide input data into groups. The major task is to find the similarity of input data, and retrieve some data points representing each group. Data after clustering is called cluster. Then, the total number of data is reduced and stands for clusters.
In mean clustering techniques, each data must be assigned to one cluster explicitly. But in fuzzy clustering analysis constrain is different it allows gradual memberships. It supports the data to deal with more than one cluster at the same time.
Procedure for Watermarking Embedding
First we take the original image of N x N size having different intensity value of pixels intensity we will make clusters. The clusters are selected by taking the mean intensity of all the pixels and by that mean value we divide the pixels into two clusters i.e. above and below that mean intensity. In this clustering method we will use the fuzzy for intensity value of pixels which exactly matches the mean value, belongs to both group. Now, again we take out the mean of both the clusters and further divide the cluster in sub-clusters depend upon the requirements to which level of watermarking we needed. As we get the number of clusters and the mean intensity of each cluster the process of embedding the watermark image could be done.
From this we will make a new image matrix (say b x b) of all that pixels of mean intensity value from that original image. The size of the embedding symbol should made to be the size of new generated matrix (b x b) and replace that matrix.
Finally, the position of mean intensity values in original image are occupied by the watermark embedded image. This technique of embedding has used the concept of human eye sensitivity which are less perceptual to certain intensity level, so when the changes takes place in that pixels of the image it will be negligibly effect the image. 
Flow Diagram
The basic flow diagram for watermark embedding in original image is shown in figure 1 . In this work, algorithms are applied on images for embedding image inside it.
Experimental Results
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed fuzzy mean clustering watermark strategy, we have used two images of different size and of different intensity value as shown below in fig. (a) and fig.(d) . These two images are the host images in which watermarked to be performed. 
Advantage of this Work
 This novel watermarking strategy is presented that does not require manual selection of watermark bits location.  The number of embedded pixels of clusters differs depending on the intensity characteristics in each image. This significant property possesses higher security.  This watermarked technique retains maximum quality with very small degradation.
Conclusion & Future Work
In this paper, we have described an innovative method of Fuzzy mean clustering for image watermarking embedding to get more secure host image and less distortion of a image. Still a major part of this watermarking scheme involves the watermark extraction from host image which will require the reverse procedure of embedding but in effective way.
For future work, further this method will be tested if it will be effective to a compressed video by using motion vector or by mean intensity.
